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Introduction

Meet the Comfortable Home Rebates Program

Quick history, the goals of the new program, how savings will  be 
tracked, and rebates paid.
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On December 31, 2019 both the Home Upgrade and AC Quality Care 
programs were sunset, and the existing pipelines for both programs became 
pay-for-performance projects rolled into the Cool Savers Program. 

We chose to close enrollment in the Cool Savers Program and rebrand this 
new customer offering as Comfortable Home Rebates.

Introduction – History



Comfortable Home Rebates combines Home Upgrade, ACQC, and Cool 
Savers into one program that offers rebates to PG&E customers for air 
conditioning maintenance and energy efficiency retrofit/building shell 
improvements.

ACQC – now called the Maintenance Pathway
AHUP – now called the Improvement Pathway

Introduction – Path Forward



Old methodology 
Energy savings were claimed as deemed (pre-defined) values based on 
workpapers. Going even further back, AHUP savings were claimed based on 
the outputs from software models.

Introduction – Savings Tracking

New methodology 
Comfortable Home Rebates is a Normalized Metered 
Energy Consumption (NMEC) program, which means we 
claim savings at the meter after a program intervention 
has taken place. Franklin Energy invoices PG&E at an 
agreed upon rate to be paid for delivering savings.



Old process
Program incentives were paid by PG&E after approval.

New process
Program incentives are paid by Franklin Energy after 
projects are approved. 

Introduction – Rebate Payments



How does this Pay-for-Performance model work?

• Franklin Energy pays the customer incentive upfront as an investment in 
the customer project

• The expectation is that the customer will save enough energy for us to 
recoup our investment. 

• We are basically creating an investment portfolio of customer jobs that 
we expect will deliver energy savings.

There are no additional payments to either the customer or the contractor –
all risk and reward of the investment portfolio are on Franklin Energy.

Introduction – Pay for Performance



Savings period starts on the Intervention End Date (date work is completed). 

Introduction – Savings Period



The Program goal is to enroll 4,913 PG&E customer households (both 
Maintenance and Improvement Pathways) over the course of 2020.

Savings from those enrollments will be tracked for 24 months after the 
intervention (installation of measures) and Franklin will invoice PG&E 
monthly for the savings we achieve. 

We are aiming to deliver gross energy savings of at least 97,876 MMBtu over 
two years.

Introduction - Program Goals



Visit the new program website comfortablehomerebates.com

Introduction – New Website



Starting with the WHY
Why this program? 

• Because we believe people should have comfortable homes
• Because we believe people should have good indoor air quality
• Because we believe people can reduce their carbon footprint
• Because we believe people can pay lower energy bills

Because we believe everyone should live their most comfortable life 
possible in the best home possible.



Construction is one of the Essential Businesses that can remain open during 
the California Stay-at-Home order.

"Workers such as plumbers, electricians, exterminators, and other service 
providers who provide services that are necessary to maintaining the safety, 
sanitation, and essential operation of residences" are specifically recognized on 
the list of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers."

We know that there are some customers who have cancelled or rescheduled 
their projects. We would like to encourage everyone to put protocols in place 
to give your customers confidence that you are taking their safety into 
consideration prior to entering their home.

Covid-19



We suggest the following marketing and protocols for doing customer work:

• High efficiency HVAC filters will help reduce airborne pathogens
• Consider installing UV germicidal systems in your shop or for commercial 

clients that are still open
• Add a notice on your website to make customers feel comfortable:

• We are a recognized "Essential Critical Infrastructure" business and are 
open for your needs

• We have asked any staff that are not feeling well to stay home
• Our staff is using gloves and disposable work suits when on the job

Covid-19 Suggested Procedures



Customer Offer

What we are offering  to the c us tomer

P rogram measures  and requirements  to claim 
measures .
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What’s Changed? 

Customer Offer – Rebate Changes

Maintenanc e – Blower Motor Replac ement rebate goes  from $220 to $2501

Maintenanc e – Smart Thermos tat rebate matc hes  the Improvement pathway 
rebate at $125

2

Improvement - Replac ement Duc ts  meas ure now qualifies  as  either s hell or 
HVAC

3

Improvement – Maintenanc e pathway meas ures  now available as  HVAC 
meas ures
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Customer Offer – Contractor Rule

All program measures must be installed by a participating 
program contractor. 

Customers are not eligible for rebates if the work has already 
been completed by a non-program contractor. 



Maintenance Pathway

A set of 4 measures (plus kicker) for AC system maintenance.

This pathway is based on the Air Conditioning Contractors of 
America (ACCA) Standard 4

The ACCA 4 Assessment must be done prior to measure installation in 
all cases.



Maintenance Benefits

Benefits of regular maintenance
• Improves HVAC system efficiency, which leads to savings
• Reduces the chances of a breakdown, and extends the life of a system
• Keeps a home comfortable 



The Maintenance Pathway delivers savings when repairs and adjustments 
improve the efficiency of the HVAC system.

Customer Offer – Maintenance Rebates



Claiming Maintenance Measures

• Maintenance always begins 
with an ACCA 4 Assessment

• The ACCA 4 Assessment may 
be claimed alone 

• Based on the results of the 
Assessment, eligible measures 
in the table can be claimed

• Total rebate possible is $585
• Additional incentive is only 

available on the Maintenance 
pathway

Measure Rebate

ACCA 4 Assessment $40

Refrigerant Recharge $50

Efficient Fan Delay $70

High-Efficiency Blower Motor Retrofit $250

Smart Thermostat $125

Additional Incentive*
Completion of the Assessment and at least 
two (2) other measures.

$50

* Only available on Maintenance pathway



Claiming Maintenance Measures

What does "may be claimed 
alone" mean?

The ACCA 4 Assessment can be 
the only measure claimed on the 
Maintenance pathway when 
a customer did not want or need 
further measures.

Measure Rebate

ACCA 4 Assessment $40



New opportunities with Maintenance Customers

• Maintenance measures can be used to satisfy HVAC requirement on 
the Improvement pathway

• Can convert Maintenance customers into Improvement customers 
with lower cost measures (low hanging fruit)

• No need to change equipment to achieve a whole home rebate
• HVAC requirement can be met with one maintenance measure



New opportunities with Maintenance Customers

• Add additional scope to achieve better sales out of existing customers

• Air seal and insulate to downsize equipment (be your customers’ 
advocate)

• Don't walk away from water heaters over 10 years old
• Leaky tanks cause a huge mess
• Cold showers don't make customers happy

• LED can light retrofits are cheap, easy, and offer multiple benefits
• Retrofit kits qualify, we prefer ones that seal the attic plane



Improvement Pathway

• A set of 19 measures (no maintenance kicker) for whole house 
retrofit.

• There is a 4-measure minimum to participate.  Project must 
include (2) shell measures and (1) HVAC measure. Maintenance 
measures are allowed as HVAC measures if the ACCA 4 
Assessment is completed. 



The Improvement Pathway is designed to deliver substantial savings through 
multiple measures that work together.  

Customer Offer – Improvement Rebates



Improvement Benefits

Benefits of Improvement projects
• Lower energy bills
• Increased comfort: a better sealed and insulated building shell maintains 

ideal temperatures and warm/cool air is distributed more evenly
• Indoor air quality: helps remove or dilute indoor airborne pollutants coming 

from indoor sources. 
• Higher resale value: Research has found that high performance homes across 

the country sell for a premium of 3.5% to upwards of 9% more compared to 
average homes

• Safety: all gas fuel appliances will be tested for gas leaks and Carbon 
Monoxide detector are installed for each customer. 



Improvement pathway rebates differ by CEC 
Climate Zone (CZ). Rebate amounts are higher in 
inland climate zones where customer energy 
savings will be greater. 

• CZ 1, 4, 11, 12, 13, 16  Maximum rebate $5,500
• CZ 2, 3, 5  Maximum rebate $3,500

The program website has a climate zone lookup 
tool by zip code so customers can see the correct 
rebates available to them based on which CEC 
Climate Zone they live in. 

California Energy Commission (CEC) Climate Zones



The Improvement pathway requires a minimum four measures – two of 
which are shell and one HVAC.  Our goal is to encourage customers to do as 
many measures as is financially feasible for them.

Claiming Improvement Pathway Measures

HVAC Measures HVAC or Shell Measures Shell Measures Other

Cooling (new AC unit) Replacement Ducts & Duct Insulation Attic Insulation LED Retrofit Lighting

Heating (new heating unit) Duct Sealing to 5% or 10% Wall Insulation Pool Pumps

Right Sized Returns Floor Insulation Water Heating

Deep Buried Ducts Air Sealing

Ultimate Comfort (HPHI)

Smart Thermostat

AC Maintenance measures



Maintenance pathway measures are available in the Improvement pathway 
as HVAC category measures. Our purpose in adding these measures is to 
expand the ability of more customers to meet the 4-measure minimum 
even if they do not need a new HVAC system. *Note: unlike the 
Maintenance pathway, there is no additional incentive for performing 
multiple Maintenance measures.

Maintenance Measures in Improvement Pathway

Improvement Pathway Measure Rebate

HVAC ACCA 4 Assessment $40

HVAC Refrigerant Recharge $50

HVAC Efficient Fan Delay $70

HVAC High-Efficiency Blower Motor Retrofit $250



• Attic Insulation (shell), Air Sealing 
(shell), Gas Water Heater (other), ACCA 
4 Assessment (HVAC)

• Wall Insulation (shell), Replacement 
Ducts (shell), Heat Pump Water Heater 
(other), ACCA 4 Assessment (HVAC),
Efficient Fan Delay (HVAC), Blower 
Motor Replacement (HVAC)

Maintenance Measures in Improvement Pathway

= 4 measures (2) shell and (1) HVAC

= 6 measures (2) shell and (3) HVAC

Examples of Maintenance measures in the Improvement pathway:



Comfortable Home Rebates will continue to support HPHI through the 
“Ultimate Comfort” measure. The rebate for both customer and contractor 
remains the same. 

The program will also continue to support: 
• 50% co-pay for HPHI Training
• 50% co-pay for HPHI Verification if the contractor passes. This co-pay 

assumes the contractor has NOT taken training but feels they can pass 
the initial Verification (similar to Witness FQC)

High Performance HVAC Measure (HPHI)



We realize that each home and project is a unique snowflake. 

We are open to discussing projects that would fall outside our 
specifications but deliver significant (and verifiable) energy savings. 

Please bring those projects to us through your engagement representative 
or our Desktop Review team and we’ll take a look. 

Other Opportunities



Seasonality of Savings and Cash Flow Impacts

Seasonal Measures When savings appear

Air Sealing
Cooling - June to September
Heating - November to March

Insulation

Duct Improvements

Heating & Cooling units, 
Thermostats

AC Maintenance Measures

Historically, our programs 
have focused on HVAC 
savings.

To support the success of 
this program we 
will target ALL savings that 
occur at the meter, and 
we NEED savings to 
appear year-round also.



Seasonality of Savings and Cash Flow Impacts

Year-Round Measures When savings appear

Water Heating All year! 

Pool Pumps

LED Lighting

Our sales processes should 
be driven to add on year-
round measures whenever 
possible.

Target old Water Heaters! 
Remind customers that this 
the only water heater rebate 
available and they qualify 
for this rebate if they are 
doing other measures.



Customer Offer – Adding a New AC load

• "Take Back" customers use MORE energy after receiving a rebate.

• "Take Back" customers will create a drain on the Program's funding

• "Take Back" customers may include:
• No air conditioning prior to a project and adds an AC as a part of 

their scope
• This may acceptable if dramatic shell improvements lead to downsizing 

equipment (I.e. 120K furnace replaced with 40 or 60K)
• Air conditioner was broken last summer
• Had conservative behavior last year, but run unreasonable T-stat 

set points since new equipment is new and efficient



Customer Participation Rules

Who is  our C us tomer

C ustomer profile and participation requirements
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What’s Changed? 

Participation Rules

Program requires  cus tomers  to have been in the home for at leas t 12 months  
before the intervention and be planning to s tay in the home for 24 months  after
the intervention s o we can create a "bas eline" of energy us e

1

Program now requires  the cus tomer to s ign a C us tomer Participation 
Agreement (Maintenance Pathway will continue us ing a Rebate Application)

2

C us tomers  with s olar mus t s ubmit number of panels  in the s ys tem3

C us tomers  with EV’s  mus t have had the vehicle in s ervice for more than 12 
months  prior to intervention, or enroll in a PG&E EV rate s tructure
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Since we are paid by achieving energy savings, our target customer lives in a 
high-cooling load region and has an aging HVAC system. They might have a 
pool and need a new water heater. 

Target Customer for Improvement Pathway

The target customer likely has: 
• A home built before 1978 (first year 

of Title 24) and could benefit 
from insulation and air sealing

• Is willing and able to make 
equipment upgrades to their home 
and is aware of the value of proper 
maintenance of their HVAC system



This map shows our target regions – inland 
California. The inland region (aka Central Valley) 
has higher cooling and heating load and HVAC 
is a significant driver for our program energy 
savings. 

We also get additional savings credit during 
peak hours for reducing grid demand when it is 
heaviest. The peak is from 6 pm to 10 pm daily.

Target Region

Average July temperature 95 - 101

Average July temperature 88 - 96



Target Customer for the Maintenance pathway:
• Is a PG&E electric customer (other natural gas and propane okay)
• Has a central HVAC system or heat pump
• Lives in a single-family residence or 2-4 unit building
• Lives in climate zones 12 and 13 (all zones in PG&E territory are okay)
• Has an HVAC system that is operational

• Broken systems are routed to the Improvement Pathway
• Unit can be a package or a split system

Target Customer for Maintenance Pathway



Occupancy of the home is now a critical component of the program.

In order to validate savings, we need a “baseline” for comparison to show 
the customer energy use 12 months prior to the installation of Program 
measures (intervention). In order to track savings and get paid for them, 
we compare the new energy use (post intervention) for 24 months after 
the measure installation and invoice PG&E for the savings we earned.

Occupancy Rules



Projects on residences that are used as rentals will be accepted if the 
renters have been in the residence for 12 months prior to intervention and 
are expected to stay for another 24 months. 

Occupancy Rules – Rentals

Rebates for these projects may be 
sent to either:
• The account holder (renter)
• The contractor
• The property owner (third-party) 

in the Improvement pathway



We know that a certain portion of our participation has traditionally been 
customers prepping a home for selling or customers who are remodeling 
prior to moving into a home they just bought. 

Occupancy Rules – Customer Messaging

Under our new program model we need to 
discourage customers who know in advance that 
there is going to be an occupancy change. We can’t 
stop a customer from participating and moving out 
of their home afterward but want to discourage 
customers with KNOWN occupancy changes 
planned.  



The customer participation terms clearly state that the customer is expecting 
to stay in the home for 24 months after an improvement, but for any number 
of reasons some participants may move. 

Change of occupancy will result in the program taking a loss. Too many losses 
will put the program at risk. (account numbers change, and our investment is not 
recovered)

We ask you as our program partners to be thoughtful in customer selection. 

Please execute your best judgement so that we will be able to provide 
rebates.

Occupancy Rules – Customer Selection



There are no changes to the rule around HPHI and BayREN customers. 
Customers living in the counties of BayREN can participate in Comfortable 
Home Rebates if they are doing an HPHI project.

BayREN Territory Customers

Customers not undertaking HPHI should go 
through BayREN’s program Home+ Program 
which has similar measures to Comfortable 
Home Rebates.

BayREN Home+



Customers must have a dedicated residential gas and/or electric meter for 
the residence where program measures are being installed/performed. 

If there are commercial/agricultural activities on the property those must 
have a separate meter. 

Master meter residences are not eligible for program participation, 
because we cannot separate out and validate the savings without a 
dedicated meter for the residence. 

Meter Requirements



Program rebates are dependent on the customer having PG&E fuel service 
for the measure. 

• Cooling measures (including Maintenance) must have PG&E electric 
service

• Heating measures must have PG&E gas service (if gas heating) or PG&E 
electric service (if electric heating)

• Gas water heating measures must have PG&E gas service
• Electric water heating measures must have PG&E electric service
• Lighting & Pool Pump measures must have PG&E electric service

PG&E Fuels Required



Fuel switching is coming! Stand by for more detail. 

Expect allowances for:
• Space heating PG&E gas to PG&E electric
• Water heating PG&E gas to PG&E electric

Fuel Switching



Propane

Fuel switching from propane to either gas or electric for 
water heating or space heating has never been 
allowed for a rebate on our programs. 

This will not change if fuel switching is allowed.

Since the CPUC ruling states “one CPUC-regulated fuel 
to another CPUC-regulated fuel,” fuel switching will 
disqualify propane measures since propane is not a 
CPUC regulated fuel.



Customers with electric vehicles may participate in the program if the vehicle 
has been in service at the customer address for the previous 12 months. 

Customers with Existing Electric Vehicles

This requirement is because we need the EV 
charging to be included in the customer 
baseline prior to installation of program 
measures. Existing EV data will be 
requested on either the Customer 
Participation Agreement or the ACCA 4 
Assessment form. DTR will add this 
information to the application. 



Participating Customers who intend 
to buy an EV and place it into service 
after they have done a program 
project are asked to notify us and 
we request they enroll in a PG&E EV 
charging rate structure. (Lower cost 
electric during the evening, i.e. we 
are adding value!)

Customers Buying New Electric Vehicles



Customers with solar PV are encouraged to participate in the program as well. 
Franklin Energy will be able to chart solar production data and attribute it 
when measuring meter-based savings.

Customers with Solar

Rule: Solar is ok, but we need the number 
of panels noted on either the Customer 
Participation Agreement or the ACCA 4 
Assessment form. DTR will add this 
information to the application.

Customer should let us know if they install 
solar during the 24 months after a project.



Contractor Participation

C ontrac tors  are the bac kbone of our 
prog ram

C ontractor participation requirements , updated training 
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What’s Changed? 

Contractor Participation 

All Partic ipating  C ontrac tors  and Building  Analys ts  need to s ig n new 
Partic ipation Agreements

1

All Partic ipants  need to update ins uranc e 2

Partic ipation Rules  have not chang ed3

4 Training  plans  for 2020



Comfortable Home Rebates is a new program and requires an updated 
Contractor Participation Agreement, especially now that Build It Green 
has been acquired by Franklin Energy. We will be sending out new 
agreements to all contractors in April.

In addition to new Participation Agreements, we will also require updated 
proof of insurance and Certificates of Additional Insured.

Trade Allies will be contacted directly by Franklin Energy with further 
instructions.

Contractor Participation Agreement



Contractor requirements have not changed from ACQC or AHUP.

Insurance
• Two years of experience (minimum) in energy efficiency or HVAC fields
• Worker’s Comp, General Liability, Business Auto insurances

CSLB License
• Maintenance: C-20 license
• Improvement: Class “B” General Bldg. or “C” license(s) appropriate to scope

BPI Building Analyst Certification
• Any contractor conducting CAS (Combustion Appliance Safety) testing

Contractor Participation Requirements



As we transition out of AHUP and ACQC we are currently not planning on 
a regular training schedule as we’ve done in the past until the new 
program stabilizes and we can consider rebuilding/rebranding all the 
training materials. 

Contractor Training

We encourage contractors doing CAS 
testing to take the free PG&E 
Combustion Appliance Safety testing 
classes in Stockton when classes 
begin again. 



Application Processing and Platform 

How we are proc es s ing  applic ations

Updates  on S A Mobile and S ales force Instances
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What’s Changed? 

Application Processing and Platform

Pic ture requirements  have been reduc ed for mos t meas ures  but are s till 
required to be available if reques ted by Des ktop Review

1

Permit c los ure is  s till in neg otiation, we will inform of the outc ome2

All prog ram applic ations  are s ubmitted throug h one Applic ation Portal3

ACQC and AHUP leg ac y data will be mig rated and the ACQC Portal will be 
c los ed out.
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All picture requirements have been removed. Please note that we can 
request pictures anytime and advise that pictures should be kept on hand 
in case our DTR team needs additional information about the install.

Pictures no longer required for application submission:
• Attic Insulation, Floor Insulation, Duct System Leakage/Reduction, Water 

Heater, and Lighting
• Heating/Cooling - SOW/AHRI will take place of pictures.
• Right-Sized Return -SOW detailing existing and upgraded ducts with 

calculations will take place of pictures.
• Smart Thermostat - SOW & input Make & Model # in application

Desktop Review - Pictures



Combustion Appliance Safety (CAS) Testing

• CAS testing is required as test-in/test-out for measures that impact 
building air pressure (for example air sealing, insulation).

• CAS is required at the time of install for other gas fuel measures. 

• The CAS forms will be collected with Post-Install documentation.

Desktop Review - Testing



Diagnostic Testing Changes

Measure test-in and test-out diagnostic testing is only required when any of 
the following measures are selected:

• Duct sealing 5% or 10%
• Duct Replacement
• Building Air Sealing 15% or 30%

Desktop Review - Testing



Diagnostic & Safety Testing Requirements

Measure Installed CAS Test-In/ 
Test-Out

Initial Walk 
Through/CAS 
Time of Install

Blower 
Door Test

Duct Test 
and/or CF-3R

Appliance 
Ambient 
CO-Test

None/Not-
Applicable

Whole Building Air Sealing X X

Insulation (Attic, Wall, Floor) X

Duct Sealing X X

Duct Replacement & Insulation X X

Right-Sized Return X

Smart Thermostat X

Gas Furnace X X X

Air Conditioner F X

AC Maintenance X

Gas Water Heater X X

Electric Heat Pump Water Heater X

X = Required                       F = Required if paired with a gas furnace (split or packaged)



• We will discontinue SA Mobile and SA Portal

• The ACCA 4 Assessment will be completed using a PDF fill-in form.

• The Refrigerant Charge Verification will use a similar form

• Both forms will be uploaded as part of the project documentation

SA Mobile and SA Portal Discontinued



Refrigerant charge diagnostic tests will be completed with one of the 
many available phone applications or similar resources

A few examples include:

SA Mobile and SA Portal Discontinued



The only change from previous programs is that we’ll ask to see closed 
permits at FQC rather than at the Desktop Review stage. The customer is 
responsible for making sure their jobs are permitted where local jurisdiction 
requires so.

Permits are not required for the Maintenance pathway.

Permits



Comfortable Home Rebates will operate from a single application portal.

Maintenance measures will be added to the Improvement (AHUP) 
portal, and all contractors on both pathways will use the same portal.

More information about a transition will be available in April.

Application Platform



Steve Wymer
Senior Manager of Engagement Services
swymer@franklinenergy.com
(510) 298-5497 ext.3833

Sam Khamseh
Contractor Support Manager
skhamseh@franklinenergy.com
(510) 298-5497 ext.3829

Contact Us




